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ABSTRACT
Upcoming wide-field surveys are well-suited to studying the growth of galaxy clusters
by tracing galaxy and gas accretion along cosmic filaments. We use hydrodynamic
simulations of volumes surrounding 324 clusters from The ThreeHundred project
to develop a framework for identifying and characterising these filamentary struc-
tures, and associating galaxies with them. We define 3-dimensional reference filament
networks reaching 5R200 based on the underlying gas distribution and quantify their
recovery using mock galaxy samples mimicking observations such as those of the
WEAVE Wide-Field Cluster Survey. Since massive galaxies trace filaments, they are
best recovered by mass-weighting galaxies or imposing a bright limit (e.g. > L∗) on
their selection. We measure the transverse gas density profile of filaments, derive
a characteristic filament radius of ' 0.7–1 h−1Mpc, and use this to assign galaxies
to filaments. For different filament extraction methods we find that at R > R200,
∼ 15–20% of galaxies with M∗ > 3 × 109M are in filaments, increasing to ∼ 60% for
galaxies more massive than the Milky-Way. The fraction of galaxies in filaments is
independent of cluster mass and dynamical state, and is a function of cluster-centric
distance, increasing from ∼ 13% at 5R200 to ∼ 21% at 1.5R200. As a bridge to the design
of observational studies, we measure the purity and completeness of different filament
galaxy selection strategies. Encouragingly, the overall 3-dimensional filament networks
and ∼ 67% of the galaxies associated with them are recovered from 2-dimensional
galaxy positions.
Key words:
large-scale structure of Universe – galaxies: clusters: general – galaxies: evolution –
cosmology: observations – methods: numerical – methods: data analysis
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1 INTRODUCTION
The matter distribution of the Universe follows a web-like
structure, consisting of sheets, filaments, knots and voids,
providing the environment in which galaxies form and evolve
© 2020 The Authors
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(Bond et al. 1996). According to current theories, this pro-
cess is attributed to both external (e.g., interactions with
the environment) and internal (e.g., galaxy stellar mass,
feedback processes) physical mechanisms. However, galactic
masses are highly dependent on their large-scale surround-
ing: intrinsic properties are intimately linked to their envi-
ronment through their assembly process. Decoupling their
complex interplay therefore requires the simultaneous ex-
ploration of the broadest possible range of masses as well as
environments, defined both by their local density and the
global Large Scale Structure (LSS) of the ”cosmic web”.
Filaments are ubiquitous in the Universe and account for
50-60% of the matter in the Universe, but only ∼ 6% of
the volume (Cautun et al. 2014; Tempel et al. 2014); (but
see Cui et al. (2017); Martizzi et al. (2019); Cui (2019) for
higher fractions). Cosmic filaments are elongated relatively
high density structures of matter, tens of megaparsecs in
length, that intersect at the location of galaxy clusters. They
form through a gravitational collapse of matter along two
principal axes: driven by gravity, baryonic gas traces the
gradients of the dark matter distribution, shocks and winds
up around multi-stream, vorticity-rich filaments (Codis et al.
2012; Laigle et al. 2014; Hahn et al. 2015; Kraljic et al. 2017).
This view of rich gas filaments feeding galaxy clusters based
on simulations is firmly established and is now becoming
available in gas observations (Umehata et al. 2019).
Not only do filaments play a key role in shaping galaxies, the
cosmic web is also fundamentally connected to, and thus a
probe of, cosmology. According to current cosmological the-
ories of structure formation, the early Universe was popu-
lated by small over-densities that grew through gravity. The
web-like features of the large scale matter distribution were
thus shaped by gravitational tidal forces. Information about
filaments is therefore embedded in the initial conditions of
the Universe. In the highest density regions of the cosmic
web, galaxy clusters formed hierarchically through the merg-
ing of smaller virialised halos. They continue to grow and
assemble through a combination of smooth accretion and
ingestion of smaller galaxy clusters and groups, which ex-
plains the complicated substructure that has been observed
with increasing attention in the past decade (e.g., Aguerri &
Sa´nchez-Janssen 2010; Jaffe´ et al. 2016; Tempel et al. 2017).
The outskirts of galaxy clusters are therefore the points of
contact that link the large scale cosmic web to the confined
realms of cluster cores at their knots. They have emerged as
one of the new frontiers and unique laboratories to study the
mass assembly in the Universe as well as galaxy evolution in
the context of global environment (Walker et al. 2019). How-
ever, much of the topology, geography and physics of cluster
outskirts is fundamentally different from that of cluster cores
– and much less well understood. Identifying, mapping and
characterising the low-contrast filamentary structures of the
cosmic web provides invaluable information about galaxy
formation, evolution and cosmology. In order to trace the
impact of structure growth on the galaxy population, we
must therefore consider galaxies in filaments out to and well
beyond the cluster virial radius.
Observations of clusters show how fundamental the role of
the environment is in shaping galaxies: morphology, colour,
star formation rate (SFR), stellar age and AGN fraction cor-
relate with both local galaxy density and location inside and
outside clusters (Dressler 1980; Blanton et al. 2005; Postman
et al. 2005; Smith et al. 2005; Bamford et al. 2009). During
infall into clusters, the properties of the galaxies change.
Quantification of these changes has mainly been focused on
the end-point in the virialized regions of clusters. Nearby and
intermediate-redshift cluster galaxy surveys (e.g., EDisCS,
(White et al. 2005); WINGS, (Fasano et al. 2006); STAGES,
(Gray et al. 2009); LoCuSS, (Smith et al. 2010)) have stud-
ied the main properties (masses, morphologies, dynamics,
star formation and AGN activity, scaling relations, etc) of
the cluster population. As a result, much progress in our
understanding of environmental mechanisms in the densest
regions has been achieved.
Galaxies in over-dense environments are subject to astro-
physical processes, including ram-pressure stripping of gas
(e.g., Gunn & Gott 1972; Bahe´ et al. 2017), tidal effects
(e.g., Bekki 1998), galaxy-galaxy interactions (e.g., Naab
et al. 2007), and mergers (e.g., Hopkins et al. 2008; Kaviraj
et al. 2009), that will disturb and remove their gas, ulti-
mately resulting in the suppression of star formation (e.g.,
De Lucia et al. 2012; Wetzel et al. 2013), and a change in
morphologies and structures; see the reviews by Boselli &
Gavazzi (2006) and Boselli & Gavazzi (2014). As a conse-
quence, we find many more red early-type (elliptical and
S0) and fewer blue late-type (spiral and irregular) galax-
ies in clusters than in the field (Dressler et al. 1997; De-
sai et al. 2007). Accordingly, clusters have a lower fraction
of star- forming galaxies (Popesso et al. 2006) and cluster
galaxies possess much less cold gas than field galaxies (Cay-
atte et al. 1990). Hierarchical models of galaxy formation
(e.g., Blumenthal et al. 1984; Lucia et al. 2006) explain this
observation with the argument that galaxies in the highest
density peaks started forming stars and assembling mass ear-
lier. In essence, they have a head start (Bond et al. 1991), so
one would expect that galaxies in high-density environments
preferentially host older stellar populations. Simultaneously,
galaxies forming in high-density environments will have had
more time to experience the external influence of their local
environment.
It is important to consider that infalling galaxies account for
approximately half of a cluster population, and so contribute
to a growth in cluster mass of 100% by today (Dressler
et al. 2013; McGee et al. 2009). Therefore, a significant frac-
tion of cluster galaxies has been environmentally affected
long before they reach the cluster centre, a concept termed
”pre-processing”. In fact, the transition from ”field-like” to
”cluster-like” populations starts to occur beyond 1–2 virial
radii from the cluster centre, experiencing pre-processing in
outskirt evironments (e.g., Haines et al. 2015, 2018; Kuchner
et al. 2017; Bianconi et al. 2017). It is clear that we need
to extend our environment considerations to the idea that
a galaxy has experienced a variety of environments over its
lifetime as part of the cosmic web and infall region of clus-
ters.
Within this context, several recent photometric and spec-
troscopic surveys have focused on the contribution of the
global structure features of the cosmic web (knots, sheets,
filaments and voids) to galaxy evolution. They report that
galaxy colour, mass, morphology, fraction of passive and star
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forming galaxies and sSFR vary with distance to filaments
in the cosmic web in the sense that galaxies nearer filaments
are redder, more massive, have reduced star formation rates
and tend to be elliptical (Alpaslan et al. 2016; Laigle et al.
2017; Kraljic et al. 2017; Kuutma et al. 2017; Sarron et al.
2019; Liu et al. 2019). Contrariwise, other observations find
some evidence for intriguing HI enhancements near filaments
of the cosmic web (Kleiner et al. 2016; Vulcani et al. 2019),
suggesting a ”cosmic web enhancement”. Though the con-
troversy is not solved, this suggests that the multi-stream
region of the large scale structure does have a secondary
effect (besides the local environment) and that galaxies ac-
creted by clusters indeed become affected well before they
reach the cluster centre.
In response to these challenges, future surveys will explore
the filamentary structures far beyond the virial radius of
clusters as important sites of galaxy evolution. Surveys like
the WEAVE wide-field cluster survey or the 4MOST cluster
survey (Finoguenov et al. 2019) are designed to chart and
characterise cluster environments from the densest cluster
cores to the lower-density filamentary infall regions that sur-
round them and will therefore be able to shed light on pre-
processing mechanisms in outskirts. Given the complexity
of identifying consistently and robustly galaxies belonging
to these structures (e.g., Mart´ınez et al. 2015; Laigle et al.
2017; Malavasi et al. 2017; Kraljic et al. 2017, 2018; Sarron
et al. 2019), observations alone are not enough. It is imper-
ative that realistic simulations are used to develop and test
reliable structure-finding methods and to characterise their
robustness and uncertainties. Simulations are thus essential
for the planning and design of the targeting strategy of fu-
ture surveys and will play a crucial tool in interpreting their
results.
In this paper, we summarize our intention to prepare for the
upcoming WEAVE Wide-Field Cluster Survey (WWFCS,
Kuchner et al in prep.). WEAVE (WHT Enhanced Area Ve-
locity Explorer, Dalton et al. (2012); Balcells et al. (2010))
is a new multi-object survey spectrograph for the 4.2-m
William Herschel Telescope (WHT). WWFCS will make use
of the instrument’s two-degree diameter field of view multi-
object spectrograh (MOS) with up to 1000 targets in a sin-
gle exposure (Saye`de et al. 2014). The survey is designed to
map, characterize and study infall regions of 16–20 galaxy
clusters out to 5 × R200 with an unprecedented number of
structure members down to a mass limit of M∗ = 109M.
Here, we focus on the preparation steps using simulations of
clusters to develop techniques to 1) optimally find filaments
and 2) associate galaxies to them. We use simulations from
The ThreeHundred project, which has completed resim-
ulations of the 324 most massive galaxy clusters and their
surrounding environment from the MultiDark 1 h−1Gpc sim-
ulation (MDPL2), to test the robustness and reliability of
detecting filaments in an observational framework. In Sec-
tion 2, we introduce the simulations and summarise the fil-
ament extraction using smoothed gas particles. We also dis-
cuss preferred alignments of gas filament and their thickness.
We then move towards observations (Sec. 3) and identify fil-
aments using mock galaxies based on well-founded detection
limits. To assess their reliability, we investigate the effects
of going from idealised gas to mock galaxies and from 3D
to projected 2D mock galaxy distributions. We then discuss
relaxed unrelaxed
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Figure 1. Gallery of six galaxy cluster volumes from The Three-
Hundred project at z = 0. Shown are projected gas distributions
within 5R200 for a range of mass and ”relaxedness”, a measure
for the dynamical state of the central region of a cluster. It is
quantified by combining the fraction of mass in sub-halos, the
centre-of-mass offset and the virial ratio (see section 2.1.2 and
figure 2). The circles indicates R200 of each cluster; mass and re-
laxedness values of the examples are printed in each left upper
corner. Clusters with high relaxedness values are more relaxed.
how galaxies associate to filaments, and report an accumu-
lation of galaxies in filaments closer to the cluster. Finally,
an evaluation of the performance in several realistic cases
aims to provide practical decision-making support for ob-
servations. We summarise our findings in Section 4.
2 SIMULATIONS
2.1 The ThreeHundred cluster project
In this paper we use 324 simulations of massive clusters and
their surrounding environment from The ThreeHundred
project1 (Cui et al. 2018; Wang et al. 2018; Mostoghiu et al.
1 https://the300-project.org
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2018; Arthur et al. 2019, Ansafari et al. in prep). The sim-
ulations are re-simulated zoom regions of the dark-matter-
only MDPL2, Multi-Dark 1Gpc/h simulation (Klypin et al.
2016). MDPL2 uses Planck cosmology (ΩM = 0.307, ΩB =
0.048, ΩΛ = 0.693, h = 0.678, σ8 = 0.823, ns = 0.96) and
38403 dark matter particles per co-moving 1 h−1Gpc box.
The ThreeHundred project then selected the 324 most
massive galaxy clusters at z = 0, followed them back to ini-
tial conditions and re-simulated them with higher resolution
in regions of radius 15 h−1Mpc. These simulations use the
Gadget-X full-physics galaxy formation code incorporating
star formation and feedback from both SNe and AGN. They
were modelled using a Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics
(SPH) algorithm with a subgrid physics scheme (Beck et al.
2015) to follow the gas component’s evolution with a com-
bined mass resolution of mDM + mgas = 1.5 × 109 h−1M (see
Cui et al. 2018, for details). For our purpose, we make use
of the full physics information in dark matter, gas and halo
distributions in the simulated boxes.
Figure 1 shows six examples of clusters from The Three-
Hundred project at z = 0. Each resimulation contains a cen-
tral cluster within a sphere extending to 15 h−1Mpc, covering
the entire cluster infall region and associated filaments. On
average, the high resolution regions reach well beyond 5R200
of the cluster’s dark matter halo, where R200 represents the
radius within which the mean density is 200 times the criti-
cal density of the Universe. 129 snapshots from z = 16.98
to z = 0 are available with a mass resolution of 108M
each. Their masses range from M200 = 6.08 × 1014 h−1M to
M200 = 2.62 × 1015 h−1M. The mass-complete sample cov-
ers the full range of cluster dynamical states, including both
relaxed and currently merging objects (see Sec. 2.1.2). Fig-
ure 1 highlights the diversity of clusters, showing examples
of relaxed and unrelaxed clusters from low, medium to high
masses.
In an extensive comparison project, the nIFTy cluster com-
parison project (Sembolini et al. 2016a,b; Elahi et al. 2016;
Cui et al. 2016; Arthur et al. 2016; Power et al. 2019), a
progenitor project of The ThreeHundred project, authors
compared ten different simulation codes. These were run
on one example galaxy cluster that was simulated both us-
ing dark matter only and including baryonic physics. In the
case of the dark-matter-only cluster, the different simula-
tion codes perform in agreement with each other. When
baryon models were taken into account, only the overall
cluster properties (e.g., M200) were recovered in the differ-
ent simulation codes. On small scales, however, the test
revealed significant discrepancies. Since one cluster does
not provide enough statistics to compare with observa-
tions or to distinguish the various models, The Three-
Hundred project was established: it encompasses 324 clus-
ters, each with baryon models Gadget-MUSIC, Gadget-
X (used in this work), and GIZMO (Cui et al. in prep.),
as well as three semi-analytical models which are based
on MultiDark-Galaxies (Knebe et al. 2017). These have
been used to populate the entire MDPL2 simulation vol-
ume with galaxies, thus generating realistic background and
foreground samples, as well as full light-cones. In addition,
the hydrodynamic simulations provide true six-dimensional
phase space views of structures and substructures (Arthur
et al. 2019), where observations are limited to line-of-
sight views. More information, as well as visualisations and
movies of the 324 resimulated clusters at different epochs
can be found at: http://www.mockingastrophysics.org and
http://music.ft.uam.es/videos/music-planck.
2.1.1 Data products: halo catalogues
The analysis is based on halo catalogues for all 324 clus-
ters extracted with the AMIGA Halo Finder ( AHF; Gill
et al. 2004; Knollmann & Knebe 2009; Knebe et al. 2011)
that includes gas and stars in the halo finding process self-
consistently. In a nutshell, AHF finds the prospective halo
centres trough following density contour levels from high to
background densities in trees of nested grids, then collects
particles that are possibly bound to the centre, removes the
unbound particles, and calculates the halo properties (i.e.,
halo and stellar masses, virial radii, geometry, density pro-
file, velocity dispersion, peculiar velocities, rotation curve).
All halo properties are based on all particles inside the halo,
i.e., dark matter, gas, and (if available) star particles, in-
side a sphere of radius R200 that defines the halo edge. This
is at a distance of the farthest gravitationally bound par-
ticle inside a ”truncation radius”, and the point where the
density profile of bound particles drops below the virial over-
density threshold as given by cosmology and redshift. AHF
organises the output in a tree structure with information
about hosts, subhalos, sub-subhalos. Far-UV to sub-mm lu-
minosities are calculated from the stellar population synthe-
sis code STARDUST (Devriendt 1999) providing a reference
for standard photometric bands such as SDSS’s for optical
scaling relations (see Cui et al. 2018, for details).
In this analysis, we are using the following properties:
• Halo: AHF classifies halos as objects made of dark mat-
ter and baryonic particles. We do not make any specific dis-
tinction between halo and subhalo in this paper.
• Cluster halo: The most massive halo in each re-
simulated volume at z = 0, which is also the centre of the
simulation box. We also identify the second most-massive
halo, SMH.
• R200: the radius of a sphere where the mean density is
200 times the critical density of the Universe.
• M200: The mass enclosed within a sphere of radius R200,
given in M h−1.
2.1.2 Dynamical relaxation of clusters
Accretion physics leaves characteristic tracers in the infall
regions of galaxy clusters. Ongoing accretion is accompa-
nied by signatures of dynamical activity typical for unre-
laxed clusters. In order to identify whether the accretion of
matter via filaments is correlated to the dynamical state of a
cluster, we categorise the clusters by their ”relaxedness”. To
determine the dynamical state of a cluster, Cui et al. (2018)
introduces three parameters:
• the virial ratio, a measure of how virialized the clusters
is, defined as η = (2T − Es)/|W |, where T is the total kinetic
MNRAS 000, 1–22 (2020)
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Figure 2.Galaxy cluster mass as a function of relaxedness for 324
clusters in The ThreeHundred simulations. Clusters are divided
into unrelaxed (R<1) and relaxed (R>1) populations (see text
for description). High mass clusters are usually unrelaxed; they
are dynamically active e.g., through accreting matter from their
surroundings. Low mass clusters show a wide range of R. The
black error bands shows the average of all simulated clusters in
our sample and is neither dynamically active nor relaxed. The
diagonal dash-line marks the approximate location of the envelope
of the point distribution discussed in the text. The insert shows
the histograms of all clusters (light shade), unrelaxed clusters
(medium shade) and relaxed clusters (dark shade). Dashed lines
in the insert indicate the median values and show the preference
for low (high) mass clusters to be relaxed (unrelaxed).
energy, Es is the energy from surface pressure, and W is the
total potential energy,
• the centre-of-mass offset from its point of highest den-
sity (which typically coincides with the brightest cluster
galaxy), defined as ∆r = |Rcm − Rc |/R200, where Rcm is the
centre-of-mass within a cluster radius of R200 and Rc is the
centre of the cluster defined as the maximum density peak
of the halo,
• the fraction of cluster mass in subhalos fs =
ΣMsub/M200, where Msub is the mass of each subhalo.
A combination of these three parameters defines the dy-
namical state of a cluster as either ”relaxed” or ”unrelaxed”.
In this framework, a given cluster is ”relaxed” if it satis-
fies, 0.85 < η < 1.15, ∆r < 0.04 and fs < 0.1. This means
that we expect a relaxed cluster to have a low fraction of
mass in sub-halos, low centre-of-mass offset and a virial ra-
tio equal to 1. A ”maximally relaxed” cluster thus has values
of η = 1, ∆r = 0 and fs = 0, and unrelaxed clusters begin at
|η−1| = 0.15, ∆r = 0.04 and fs = 0.1. We combined these into
one general parameter R in the following way:
R = 1/[(1/3) ∗ (((η − 1)/0.15)2 + (∆r/0.04)2 + ( fs/0.1)2)]0.5 (1)
We use this parameter R to describe how relaxed a cluster is
(see also Haggar et al. 2020). Clusters with a greater value
for R are more relaxed, and R = 1 is roughly equivalent to
the division between relaxed and unrelaxed clusters used in
Cui et al. (2018).
In Figure 2, we plot the dynamical state of the clusters at
redshift 0, i.e., its ”relaxedness”, versus the cluster mass. The
solid black fit line shows a relatively flat rolling average value
over all masses. The average relaxedness of all clusters in our
sample is roughly 1, and thus neither especially relaxed nor
unrelaxed. The dashed line in the main panel indicates an
”envelope” suggesting that the most massive clusters tend
to be currently in un-relaxed states. Its purpose is purely to
guide the eye and is drawn by hand. This is an indication
that the most massive clusters are still growing today, in
complex ways that result in complicated substructure and
centre-of-mass offsets. In addition, the most massive clusters
are located in high density regions of space, and thus have
a higher likelihood of accreting matter from their surround-
ing dynamic cluster environment – resulting in unrelaxed
dynamical states. Low mass clusters spread over a range of
dynamical states, from completely unrelaxed to relaxed. Iso-
lated low mass clusters may have grown a long time ago and
have had time to relax since then. Alternatively, they could
have started accreting mass from the cosmic web only re-
cently. Thus, clusters of all masses can be unrelaxed. Our
checks for resolution effects rule out the possibility that the
resolution of the simulations are the cause of the described
scenario. The insert shows histograms of all (light shade),
relaxed (dark shade) and unrelaxed (intermediate shade)
clusters separately. Throughout most of the mass range of
The ThreeHundred simulations, unrelaxed clusters con-
sistently make up about two thirds of the total cluster dis-
tribution. The dashed lines indicate the median values and
clearly show that unrelaxed clusters preferentially have lower
masses than relaxed clusters.
2.2 Filament finding
This work focuses on quantifying the bias of using galaxies
as tracers of cosmic filaments in cluster outskirts. Filaments
are identified from a density field. In our case, this refers to
either the number density of simulated gas particles, which
we use to extract a three-dimensional reference skeleton, or
to the number density of mock galaxies, i.e., halos matched
to observable galaxies. The accuracy of the reconstruction
of the filament network depends on the sampling of the data
set. We therefore use the capacity of The ThreeHundred
simulations to compare filament reconstructions from the
underlying idealised case with a realistic setup of future clus-
ter outskirt observations (Sec. 3).
2.2.1 Cosmic filament reconstruction with DisPerSE
Our reconstruction of filamentary networks around clusters
is based on the DIScrete PERsistent Structure Extractor
(DisPerSE (Sousbie 2011)). The algorithm is based on the
discrete Morse theory and theory of persistence, and is ex-
plained in Sousbie (2011). In short, the software utilises a
discrete distribution of points – in our case coordinates of
halos or gas particles – to reconstruct the volume as cells,
faces, edges and vertices. The density of this distribution
MNRAS 000, 1–22 (2020)
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Figure 3. Example filament network (yellow lines) of the central
node of cluster 0001 from The ThreeHundred project, based on
the geometric three-dimensional ridge extractor DisPerSE (see
text for details). The figure demonstrates the filament extraction
of our reference filament network using smoothed gas particles.
Seen is the projected gas distribution at z = 0 within a 15 h−1Mpc
sphere of the central cluster; R200 is shown as a white circle.
is estimated form the Delaunay tessellation of the points.
In practice this means that the Delaunay Tessellation Field
Esimator (DTFE; Schaap & van de Weygaert 2000; Cau-
tun 2011) calculates the density around each vertex of the
Delaunay complex. The algorithm does this by first com-
puting a triangulation on the field, then the density in each
cell is computed as the inverse area of the cell. To calcu-
late filaments and nodes (i.e., peaks) from this density field,
DisPerSE extracts the critical points, i.e., points where the
gradient is null of the density field like maxima, minima and
saddle points, and links them along ridges.
The connections between the critical points are field lines
tangent to the gradient field in every point. DisPerSE com-
putes a series of individual small segments that define ridges
which link topological saddle points to nodes and together
they form a skeleton that identifies the filamentary network
(Pogosyan et al. 2009) in our simulation. These are arcs,
linking critical points; in 3D, maxima are critical points of
order 3 (2 in 2D) and saddle points are critical points of order
2 or 1 (1 in 2D). Thus, each filament is constructed as a set
of segments that join nodes to saddle points or bifurcations.
Persistence quantifies the ratio of the density value, i.e., the
density contrast, of a pair of specific critical points like node
to saddle points. The persistence level is therefore a measure
of the significance of topological connections between crit-
ical points (comparable to a minimal signal-to-noise ratio)
and is usually expressed as a number of standard deviation
σ. Because the cosmic web and thus the filament network is
multiscale, the persistence threshold is crucial for the defi-
nition and robustness of filaments: choosing the persistence
allows to filter noisy structures. A larger persistence thresh-
old tends to isolate the topologically most robust filaments.
Filament extraction can be done in 3D and in 2D, directly
using discrete data sets of coordinates, regardless of scale
or persistence levels. This means that DisPerSE is equally
applicable for the feature extraction based on a density field
of gas particles of The ThreeHundred simulations as it
is based on observations of galaxies. Several authors have
recently shown how DisPerSE can be used to trace the
cosmic web on large scales using simulations (e.g., Dubois
et al. 2014) and observations (Malavasi et al. 2017; Kraljic
et al. 2017; Laigle et al. 2017), both in (projected) 2D and
3D. In these examples, the maxima (e.g., galaxy clusters
and groups) are linked by filaments of several Mpc to sev-
eral tens of Mpc in length, depending on the sampling. On
smaller scales like in the case of a The ThreeHundred
simulation box, with only one cluster and its surrounding
infall region, the saddle-point along the filament linking this
cluster (node) with the next might be outside the simula-
tion box (field-of-view). In the presented case of a simulation
box with 15 h−1Mpc co-moving length, filaments may only
be 2–3 times longer than they are thick. However, because
DisPerSE is scale-free, it can extract features independent
of their scale, largely depending on the persistence thresh-
old that the user chooses. For a comprehensive comparison
between a number of available filament finders, including
DisPerSE, and the different methods they employ, we ad-
vice the reader to refer to (Libeskind et al. 2017).
2.2.2 Filament extraction using smoothed gas particles
We define simulated gas filaments as the reference frame for
our assessment. We therefore first identify the 3-dimensional
filamentary network of the underlying gas distribution in
each of the re-simulated volumes using DisPerSE’s topo-
logical method. We choose to use the distribution of gas
particles rather than dark matter particles because, as an
observable property, gas may be accessible for future sur-
veys. Note, however, that while the distribution of gas fol-
lows dark matter – and thus alludes to the underlying distri-
bution of dark matter – some variation between dark matter
and gas skeletons are expected. Because our aim is to use gas
filaments as the benchmark for galaxy filaments, we chose
persistence levels that lead to filaments with high contrasts.
Note that the simulations would give access to many more
lower density gas filaments (tendrils) that are inaccessible to
the observational constraints we use in this paper and thus
irrelevant for the present case (see Welker et al. 2019, for a
detailed discussion).
To find gas filaments, we first bin the gas particles in a
30 Mpc-wide 3-dimensional grid with a resolution of size
150 h−1 co-moving kpc using a cloud-in-cell algorithm. The
grid is gaussian-smoothed over eight times the pixel length.
This method allows to focus on cosmic filaments that con-
nect groups and clusters rather than thin filaments e.g., be-
tween large satellites. We then extract the filament network
using an absolute persistence cut of 0.2. Expressed in stan-
dard deviations of a minimal signal-to-noise ratio, this trans-
lates to a 5σ persistence threshold. This value was chosen to
ensure that cluster centres and massive groups are detected
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as nodes, and filaments connected to the main halo termi-
nate in saddle points2 Subsequently, we cleaned and simpli-
fied the DisPerSE outputs for our purposes by matching the
ends of segments and tracing the matches from each saddle
point. We treat each node as owning its own network, con-
nected by saddle points at the lowest density. Figure 3 shows
the filamentary network associated with the central object of
one of the clusters in The ThreeHundred database. The
background shading shows the projected gas density; the
white inner circle marks R200 of the cluster. Most branches
terminate within the sphere of 15 h−1Mpc radius encompass-
ing the cluster, shown as the outer grey circle. Within this
region, the full treatment of the physics ensures a realis-
tic and suitable representation of the filamentary structure
around massive clusters.
2.2.3 Stability of filament networks over time
One way to further verify the reliability of the filament net-
works is to examine their stability over time. The Three-
Hundred project provides 129 snapshots between z = 17
and z = 0 for each cluster. We processed all time steps up to
z = 2.5 in the manner described above, thus retrieving the
filamentary history of each cluster as an evolutionary stack.
Fig. 4 shows four example snapshots at different time steps,
at z = 2.5, z = 1, z = 0.3 and z = 0, which is a fair repre-
sentation of the entire evolution sequence we qualitatively
investigated. Even though there is no connection in the al-
gorithm between one output and the next, the nodes and
filamentary network controlled by the central object remain
smooth and stable when we join the sequence of outputs.
The sequence suggests that the cluster and its filamentary
structure around it evolves over time. While there is sig-
nificant expansion of the volume between redshifts one and
zero, we see the networks become more complex with time:
The networks condense as the volume collapses and more
particles fall onto the middle, while they continue to ex-
pand further out. This explains why more filaments appear
at later epochs.
For our purposes in this paper, we use this qualitative as-
sessment solely as a further indication for the reliability of
the performance of the filament finding with DisPerSE. All
results that follow in this paper are based on simulations at
z = 0.
2.3 Filament characteristics
2.3.1 Filaments align with the shape of the central halo
The filamentary envelope of clusters mark non-spherical ac-
cretion of material. Ultimately, this fuels the hierarchical as-
sembly of massive structures. The preferred directions of ac-
cretion influence the shape and angular momentum of halos,
also responsible for large scale alignments (Arago´n-Calvo
2 Note that the choice of persistence parameter depends on the
science question. Lower thresholds would reveal a wealth of thin-
ner filaments (tendrils) with more nodes and saddle points.
Figure 4. The figure shows the filament network of one example
cluster using gas particles at four time steps from z = 2.5 to
z = 0.0. Filaments were extracted from each frame independently
and are shown here to demonstrate the stability of the filament
finding with DisPerSE. Red lines indicate skeletons based on
smoothed gas particles, blue dots mark nodes, green stars saddle
points and black triangles bifurcations. Filaments coloured in blue
further indicate the network connected to the central node of the
cluster. Filaments leave the volume at a radius of 15 h−1Mpc.
et al. 2007; Hahn et al. 2007). In order to investigate how
matter in the Universe is accreted onto clusters, we test the
alignment of filaments extracted from gas particles with the
overall shape of the main dark matter halo – a proxy for the
shape of the galaxy cluster as a whole. This could reveal pre-
ferred inflow directions that are responsible for building the
cluster. We investigate correlations between the alignment
of filaments to the shape (geometrical axes and elongation)
of the central halo and the influence of the second most mas-
sive halo in the simulation box.
We find that filaments connected to the main halo prefer-
entially align with the major axis of this halo. We charac-
terise the shape of each simulated halo by three axes (a, b, c
from major to minor in our illustrations), that describe their
triaxial nature. We extract these measurements from the
AMIGA Halo Finder AHF results of the dark matter par-
ticles (see Sec. 2.1.1). Each cluster simulation box is dom-
inated by a central halo that typically accounts for ∼90%
of the overall cluster mass. We therefore consider this halo
a valid approximation for the entire cluster and measure
alignments of filaments with respect to the axes of this main
halo. For our analysis, we rotated each cluster to align on
a common axis and stacked all networks of each principal
node, normalized by R200. Figure 5i visualizes this stack-
ing procedure projected onto a 2D plane and demonstrates
the preferred alignment of filament with the principal axis,
indicated by a.
To quantify this result, we follow the procedure reported
in Veena et al. (2018). For each filament of the main node,
we measure the angle at which a filament exits a sphere of
R200 radius. By comparing this angle with angles measured
from a random distribution of filaments (dashed horizontal
line in Fig. 5ii) allows us to quantify the significance of the
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Figure 5. Filament networks connected to the most massive (central) halo align with the principle axis of the main cluster halo. (i):
Stacked filament networks extracted from DisPerSE on gas particles, connected to the main node, stacked according to the major axis
a of the clusters and normalised by R200. In this figure, we chose to show the stacked network along the ac-plane. Only main filaments
that ended at saddle points are included in this plot. (ii): Distribution of the angles of filaments when leaving a sphere of radius R200
and the principal axes a (blue points), b (green triangles), c (orange stars) that describe the shape of the main halo. (iii): Alignment
of filaments with the second massive halo (SMH) in the simulation box. The coordinate system is rotated and re-scaled to DSMH, the
distance between the main halo and the second massive halo. r is the position vector from the main halo to the second most massive
halo, r′ is a vector perpendicular to r.
alignment. This is shown in Figure 5ii: the blue histogram
has a sharp peak around 0°, while the histogram showing
alignments with the minor axis (c, in orange) consequently
counteracts this at 90°. This is of course explained by the
fact that a,b, and c are not independent, rather, they are
orthogonal. Any vector that is parallel to one of them is
inevitably perpendicular to the others. The finding supports
the view that filaments are aligned with the shape of galaxy
clusters in the inner region, in line with previous studies
(Hahn et al. 2007; Zhang et al. 2009; Libeskind et al. 2012;
Veena et al. 2018).
Filaments further align more prominently in elongated clus-
ters. For this investigation, we define a halo elongation co-
efficient δel as the standard deviation:
δel ≡
√
(|a| − x¯)2 + (|b| − x¯)2 + (|c | − x¯)2
3
(2)
We divide the sample of 324 clusters into 3 groups of equal
size according to their central most massive halo’s elonga-
tion δel and find that filaments align more strongly with the
major axis in elongated clusters. In strongly elongated clus-
ters (δel > 0.145), 38.5% of all filaments leave R200 within an
angle smaller than 30° to the major axis. In clusters with
medium elongation (0.13 < δel < 0.145), the percentages de-
creases to 32.3% and for the least elongated bin (δel < 0.13),
only 26.3% of filaments leave within 30° of the major axis.
The alignment effect is especially striking close to the central
halo and weakens as we move further away from R200, which
we tested by measuring angles of filaments leaving spheres
with 1, 1.5 and 2×R200.
We also investigated whether filament alignments are influ-
enced by the second most massive halo (SMH) in each sim-
ulation box – as an indication for a possible mass transmis-
sion between them. In the simulations, the SMH has halo
masses of M200 > 2.4 × 1013Mh−1, which is typically be-
tween 5% and 30% of the mass of the most massive halo
and together, they represents a cluster pair (with a typical
distance between the clusters of 9.7 ± 3.5 h−1Mpc). Fig. 5iii
indicates that alignments of filaments are strongly influenced
by the second most massive halo. These prominent bridges
between cluster pairs have historically been one of the first
detections of filaments, marking especially strong and thick
intra-cluster connections between close cluster pairs. Such
cluster-cluster bridges are believed to be remnants of large-
scale filaments and with temperatures T > 105 − 107K, the
gas emission of the hot ionised baryons have been detected
in X-ray (Vazza et al. 2019) as well as through the thermal
Sunyaev–Zel’dovich effect (Tanimura 2019; de Graaff et al.
2019).
Filaments connect to nodes in a complex, multiscale man-
ner. Ford et al. (2019) have shown that cosmic connectivity,
i.e., the number of of filaments connected to a node (cluster
or group) scales with the mass of groups and their bright-
est galaxies. High connectivity groups tend to have recently
merged, which leads to a potentially interesting question of
the dependence of connectivity with merger history or dy-
namical status. We intend to explore this question in the
future.
2.3.2 Thickness of filaments
While the cosmic web does have some thick, bridge-like
structures (Sec. 2.3.1), it is dominated by small-scale fila-
ments close to overdense regions, making the surroundings
of clusters rich in thin filaments (Cautun et al. 2014). The
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Figure 6. We define a characteristic thickness of filaments based
on gas densities. Shown are the radial gas density profiles of gas fil-
aments as a function of the distance to the filament centre (Dskel).
Different colours refer to distances to the cluster centre in steps
of R200. We exclude particles within 2R200 of halos in these fil-
aments. In our work, we define filaments as cylinders with ra-
dius of 0.7 h−1Mpc. We compare results with a more relaxed ra-
dius of 1 h−1Mpc. Both are highlighted in the figure with dashed
lines. The profiles are normalised by the density at the first bin
(0.1 h−1Mpc).
population of galaxies varies strongly with filament thick-
ness (Cautun et al. 2012), in the sense that the thinnest
filaments are mostly populated with low mass galaxies (due
to the assembly bias) – consequently making them harder to
detect. The thickness or boundary of filaments, defined by
their radius or diameter, is therefore an important parame-
ter to consider for galaxy evolution studies.
In order to associate galaxies to filaments in our simulations
that can be used in an observational setup as well, we first
find a characteristic thickness of filaments around clusters.
Note that this does not fully account for the multi-scale
nature of the cosmic web and is a simplistic approximation
within the likely limitations imposed by observations. We do
this by defining the average filament radial density profile.
The detailed procedure is described in Rost et al (in prep)
and we advice the reader to refer to this publication for more
information. In summary, they calculate overdensity profiles
for the same suit of simulations for gas particles and dark
matter particles. To deal with contamination of more mas-
sive halos, particles within 2R200 of halos were removed. This
leads to an improved density contrast and allows to observe
the pure underlying filamentary structure. Overdensity pro-
files of particles p were then determined as:
Fp(r)dr =
Np(r, r + dr)
Nrandom(r, r + dr)
N0mp
V0ρcrit
, (3)
where Np/random(a, b) is the number count of p/random par-
ticles with perpendicular distance to the closest filament be-
tween a and b, N0 is the total number of random particles in
the spherical region of the cluster, and V0 is the total volume
of that region.
In our work, we define filaments as curved cylinders with a
fixed radius. Throughout the paper, we will compare results
for filaments with radius 0.7 h−1Mpc and 1 h−1Mpc. Unless
otherwise stated, results and figures in this paper use a ra-
dius of 0.7 h−1Mpc (section 3.5.1 explains this preference).
Other works have used a similar range of filament thicknesses
(e.g., Colberg et al. 2005; Tempel et al. 2014; Mart´ınez et al.
2015; Sarron et al. 2019; Kooistra et al. 2019). To quantify
the effect of the different values, we investigate how much
the density has typically dropped by a radius of 0.7 h−1Mpc
and 1 h−1Mpc, as seen in Fig. 6. From the centre of the fil-
ament to 0.7 h−1Mpc, the gas particle density drops by an
average factor of 2.2; i.e., the difference between the density
in the filament centre (δ(Dskel)/δ(0) = 1), and the density at
0.7 h−1Mpc distance from the centre (δ(Dskel)/δ(0) = 0.45).
From the centre to 1 h−1Mpc, the density drops by a factor
of 3.5 (dashed lines in the figure). These numbers change
slightly depending on the distance to the node (i.e., dis-
tance from the cluster centre), as indicated by the coloured
profiles that show bins along the filament length in steps
of R200. This means that the thickness of filaments in The
ThreeHundred simulations varies along the length of the
filament with them being thicker closer to nodes. For ex-
ample, a filament thickness with radius 0.7 h−1Mpc, the gas
density has dropped by a fraction of 1.9 close to central node
and a fraction of 2.4 furthest away from the node.
Importantly, the shape of the transverse profiles is very sim-
ilar: whether we define the thickness close to the node, close
to the saddle point or in between them makes only small
differences that will be hard to distinguish in observations.
Therefore, we use one average thickness along the entirety
of the filaments, a more realistic assumption for our inten-
tions. In addition, the density – and therefore the derived
thickness – is similar between profiles measured on the ba-
sis of gas particles and of dark matter, where dark matter
filament profiles are marginally thicker and more constant
along the length of the filaments, i.e., the density varies less
with the distance to the node (see Rost et al. in prep for
a discussion of dark matter filaments in The ThreeHun-
dred .) Choosing 0.7 h−1Mpc or 1 h−1Mpc does not make
a difference to our method. However, it is fair to point out
that the thickness cut influences the results: by lowering the
contrasts, filaments become thicker, the volume they occupy
greater and consequently more galaxies are associated with
them. Given the uncertainties of measuring filaments in an
observational framework, our tests aim to find the optimal
thickness that provides a successful implementation to ob-
servations.
3 TOWARDS OBSERVATIONS
In order to assess the reliability and robustness of our fila-
ment extraction strategy for future surveys, we move from
the idealised case of gas particles to mock galaxies, i.e., sim-
ulated halos that mimic galaxies with mass cuts comparable
to those achievable observationally. With MOS observations,
spectroscopic redshifts can be used to allocate galaxies to
structures – a process that will allow to define volumes in
observed space that are akin to the simulation boxes of The
ThreeHundred project. We therefore use halo catalogues
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Figure 7. Referencing figure 7 in Cui et al. (2018), the histogram
shows the stellar mass function of halos selected to represent
the future spectroscopic WEAVE Wide-Field Cluster Survey. We
choose all simulated halos with Mhalo > 3 × 1010M (correspond-
ing to M∗ > 3 × 109M in this plot) inside a volume with length
15 h−1Mpc. The red line represents the mass distribution of halos
in this mass range (mock galaxies) of all clusters. The medium
shaded and dark shades show histograms for high and low mass
clusters respectively, indicating that the distribution is indepen-
dent of the cluster mass. The peak at log(M∗/h−1Msun) ∼ 10.3
is caused by a combination of the simulation resolution and the
striped/heated gas due to the Wendland kernel and AGN feed-
back in the Gadget-X simulations (see Cui et al. 2018, for de-
tails). The insert shows stellar masses plotted against halo masses
of one cluster.
from The ThreeHundred simulations to reproduce con-
ditions of spectroscopic surveys and compare the filaments
detected using mock galaxies to our reference network that
we have established from the underlying gas particles. We
want to stress that at a very fundamental level, we expect
galaxy and gas filaments to be different, and referring to the
gas filaments as our benchmark framework is merely based
on our aim to provide for future observations. We especially
highlight conditions of the future WEAVE Wide-Field clus-
ter survey (WWFCS) as an imminent example, but also pro-
vide predictions for samples with a mass limit of higher-mass
L∗-galaxies. The methods tested in this paper are therefore
relevant and can be applied to other upcoming surveys, such
as the 4MOST cluster survey (Finoguenov et al. 2019).
WWFCS will study 16 – 20 cluster structures out to five R200
in the redshift range 0.04 ≤ z ≤ 0.07, with each 4000 – 6000
galaxies within 5R200. WWFCS will thus cover the infall re-
gion with an unprecedented number of galaxies to date. This
will be achieved through a mosaic of up to 20 pointings (with
an average of 10 pointings, depending on cluster mass) of the
1000-fibre multi-object spectrograph WEAVE, that offers a
field-of-view of 2° in diameter. The natural and most effi-
cient target density is ∼900 targets per WEAVE field in the
outer regions, which corresponds to r = 19.8, and a stellar
mass limit of ∼109 M. Here, we aim to test halos from The
ThreeHundred simulation similar to these observing con-
ditions, both in mass range and in numbers. Taking both
into account, we define mock galaxies with a minimum stel-
lar mass of M∗ > 3×109h−1M. In the simulation setup, this
corresponds to halos with Mhalo > 3 × 1010h−1M inside a
volume of radius 15h−1Mpc3. We will refer to halos selected
with these conditions as mock galaxies. This is illustrated in
Figure 7 that shows the stellar mass function of halos from
The ThreeHundred clusters. Depending on the cluster,
this yields between 2073 and 6636 simulated mock galaxies
within 5R200, comparable to the number density expected
for WWFCS volumes. In total, we find ∼ 106 mock galax-
ies outside 1 and inside 5R200 in the 324 simulation volumes
combined.
Note that WWFCS observations will provide spectroscopic
redshifts instead of positions, which adds peculiar velocity-
related distance errors affecting distance measurements.
This ”Finger of God” effect impacts filament finding, in par-
ticular close to the centre of clusters and is alleviated further
away in cluster outskirts. This added uncertainty is not part
of the current paper, and the topic of a future paper that
will tailor specifically to observations of the WWFCS.
3.1 Filament extraction using halos
3.1.1 Mass-weighted mock galaxies filament extraction
For the 3D DisPerSE runs on the mock galaxy sample, we
set a 5.3σ persistence value and smooth the filaments with
a smoothing parameter of 6 using x,y,z positions. While this
extracts the majority of the filamentary network, in some
cases central peaks (nodes) extracted in gas networks are not
identified in mock galaxy networks However, for our anal-
ysis, nodes are important to quantify networks connected
to the brightest cluster galaxies. The discrepancy can easily
be explained by the different natures of the input data sets:
each gas particle is uniformly massive, however the gas par-
ticle number and distribution reflects a topological density
field with peaks in high mass regions. For example, near the
centre of each cluster, where we expect a massive brightest
cluster galaxy (BCG) to dominate the field, many more gas
particles are gathered than in regions of lower (gas-) den-
sity. The gas particle data set therefore effectively achieved
a mass-weighting that defined nodes in areas of high num-
ber density, i.e., in high-mass regions – something a realistic
galaxy or halo point distribution cannot. However, this ad-
ditional information is indeed present in observations where
the brightness (luminosity) e.g., of the central galaxy gives
additional valuable indication of the cluster topology.
In order to bring the skeleton extracted from mock galax-
ies in agreement with the gas extractions, we run Dis-
PerSE again on a mass-weighted tessellation (see section
2.2.1 for explanation of how the Delaunay tessellation is em-
ployed). 3 This associates to each vertex of the tessellation
a weight corresponding to the mass of the halo at this ver-
tex. To be sure that the initial halos were well matched with
the vertices, we matched their positions. This requires an
adaptation of the persistence threshold, which we increase
to 6.5σ. Figure 8 shows the impact this mass-weighting had
on finding filaments. It is a visualisation of the tessellation
3 For this, we compute the skeleton from a weighted tessellation,
by tagging the tessellation using DisPerSE’s ”netconv -addField”
option.
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Figure 8. The figure highlights the impact the mass-weighting
of halos has on the extraction of filaments. It shows the Delaunay
tessellation, used by DisPerSE to identify filaments, in a slice
of thickness 75 kpc around the centre of one cluster. Images are
equally scaled. Units of the colour bar are arbitrary, but help to
compare the two panels. Left: unweighted tessellation: all halos
are equally weighted. Right: mass-weighted tessellation: the halos
are weighted by their mass. We do this to achieve a closer resem-
blance to the gas distribution, our reference in this experiment
(see Sec. 3.1 for details).
onto a cartesian grid of a slice of 75kpc thickness around
the centre of a simulation box. The left panel shows the tes-
sellation without mass-weighting and the right panel clearly
reveals how the mass-weighting helped with the identifica-
tion of filaments. With this additional step, we accomplished
our goal to identify all central nodes (BCG’s), which we used
to specify the main networks of each cluster. Note that in an
observational setup, the weighting can be achieved in sim-
ilar ways using observed luminosities or estimated stellar
masses.
Finally, we repeat the feature extraction using the projected
density field of mass-limited halos, providing 2D coordi-
nates as inputs to DisPerSE, and adjusting the persistence
threshold and skeleton smoothing parameters to 3.2 σ and
60 respectively.
3.1.2 L∗-galaxies filament extraction
The best tracers of filaments are massive galaxies. Stud-
ies have shown that galaxies are more massive closer to
filaments than further away (Malavasi et al. 2016; Kraljic
et al. 2017; Chen et al. 2016; Sarron et al. 2019; Bonjean
2019). We therefore also explore the possibility of using a
higher mass limit as accessible tracers of filaments. However,
at higher masses, the number of objects decreases rapidly.
Following suggestions in Robotham et al. (2013), we there-
fore define our L∗-galaxies sample as all mock galaxies with
stellar masses greater than 1010M. This conservative mass
limit also comfortably includes galaxies with stellar masses
similar to the Milky Way galaxy (MWG) with 5 × 1010M
(Flynn et al. 2006).
While this mass (or luminosity) threshold offers a high con-
trast and is available for most surveys, the trade-off is that
the density is less well sampled. By construction, this only
includes high mass galaxies and therefore reduces the num-
ber to between 400 and 1100 objects per cluster. Note that
this number is already available for several existing clus-
ter surveys (e.g., CLASH (Postman et al. 2012); LoCuSS
(Haines et al. 2013); Hubble Frontier Fields (Lotz et al.
2017); Omega-WINGS (Moretti et al. 2017)). We adopted
DisPerSE parameters to a persistence σ = 4 and a skeleton
smoothing parameter of 5.
The parameter values used for all mock galaxy Disperse runs
were identified by minimising the value through the extrac-
tion assessment described in the following section. In prac-
tice that means that we repeated the assessment multiple
times, each time updating the values based on the previ-
ous result. The best value finds filaments and critical points
similar to the reference framework.
3.2 Extraction Assessment
3.2.1 Comparison of 3D gas filaments to 3D mock galaxy
filaments
First, we compare skeletons extracted from the 3-
dimensional distributions of gas particles (our reference net-
work) to 3-dimensional (mass-weighted) mock galaxies. This
is illustrated in Fig. 9. The top panel shows a projection of
these two filament networks for one typical example cluster.
Filaments extracted from gas particles are shown in black
solid lines and filaments extracted from the mass-weighted
mock galaxy distribution are shown in red dashed lines.
They are plotted on top of the (projected) mock galaxy dis-
tribution, shown in colour-coded hexagonal 2D-histograms.
It is no surprise that, typically, they do not match perfectly,
because 1) the mock galaxy distribution is already a biased
tracer of the underlying density field and 2) we have far
more gas particles than halos leading to a more precise den-
sity field, which in turn leads to a more accurate filament
extraction. As explained in Sec. 3.1, we try to counteract
this by weighting by mass. Despite their very different in-
puts, the two are in relative good agreement throughout our
sample of 324 cluster simulations. The example chosen for
Fig. 9, however, also clearly shows that some filaments do
not have counterparts in the respective other skeleton at all:
they are recovered in one, but not the other density field.
These spurious detections directly result from the choice of
parameters - a trade off that is difficult to bypass, as noted
in Laigle et al. (2017).
In the bottom panel of Fig. 9, we quantify the discrep-
ancy/similarities between the 3D-gas- and 3D-halo skeletons
over the whole ensemble of clusters. We follow a method that
was introduced in Sousbie (2011) and used in Laigle et al.
(2017) and Sarron et al. (2019) and offers an indication of
the reliability of the filament extraction. For this, we mea-
sure the distances between the two skeletons in all cluster
simulations and plot their differential distributions (PDF)
and cumulative distribution (CDF). In this section, we com-
pute the distances in 3D between each segment in the mock
galaxy network and the nearest segment in the gas network
in each of the 324 clusters. The dashed line shows the result-
ing PDF and CDF of distances of the sum of all skeletons
(i.e., using all segments for 324 clusters) and the dotted line
is the result for all skeletons outside R200. The correspond-
ing vertical dashed lines give the medians of the two distri-
butions: 0.67 h−1Mpc and 0.77 h−1Mpc for all segments and
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Figure 9. Top: Comparison of extracted filaments from the mass-
weighted mock galaxy distribution in 3D to the underlying 3D
gas-particle distribution (our reference skeleton) of one example
cluster. Filaments extracted from 3D mock galaxies are plotted in
red dashed lines, those extracted from smoothed gas particles are
black. Nodes, saddle points etc. are marked as described in Figure
4. As can be seen in this example, some filaments do not have a
counterpart (see text for discussion). Probability (middle panel)
and cumulative (bottom panel) distribution of the distances be-
tween skeletons of filament networks from mock galaxies and gas
particles for the entire sample of 324 clusters. Dotted lines use
segments outside R200, dashed lines include them. Vertical lines
show medians of the distances between filament extractions, val-
ues are printed in the legend.
for segments outside R200 respectively. Medians are always
higher when excluding the contribution of segments inside
R < R200. This is because inside R200, segments lie close to
each other because the volume is small. It is encouraging
that these numbers are comparable to previous measure-
ments from larger simulations found in the literature (Laigle
et al. 2017; Sarron et al. 2019) and that the majority of the
distances are lower than the typical thickness of a filament.
Note, however, the long tail and even extra bump in the dis-
tributions. This shows that there are filaments that do not
have a counterpart at all.
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Figure 10. Top: Comparison of filaments extracted using a
higher mass limit of M∗ > 1010M, equivalent to L∗-galaxies,
with the reference extraction based on smoothed gas particles.
We use the same cluster as in Figure 9 for this example. Points as
explained in 4. Middle and bottom panels: PDF and CDF of the
distances between skeletons of filament networks from L∗- and gas
network of all clusters combined. Solid lines use segments outside
R200, dotted lines include them. Vertical lines are medians, and
values are printed in the legend.
We also want to test whether using a more accessible higher
mass limit for galaxies can recover the filament network.
Evidence shows that high mass galaxies are found closer to
filaments, suggesting that they could lead to a more robust
extraction, even in cases where lower mass galaxies are avail-
able. Despite the drastic reduction in numbers compared to
mock galaxies fed to DisPerSE, we found a good agree-
ment of filaments from L∗ galaxies (M∗ > 1010M) to the
filaments extracted using gas particles (Fig. 10). As a re-
minder, the L∗-sample uses 400–1000 mock galaxies for fil-
ament extraction, the weighted mock galaxy sample with
lower mass limits of 3× 109M uses 3000–6000 objects. Our
experiment shows that using L∗-galaxies as tracers robustly
recovers the main filaments of each network. This works es-
pecially well when the system is simple. However, in some
clusters (less than 10% of our sample), the main node was
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Figure 11. Top: Comparison of filaments extracted using
the mass-weighted 3D mock galaxy distribution with the 2D-
projection of the same halo sample for one cluster example – the
same cluster as in Figure 9 and 10. Points as explained in 4. Bot-
tom: PDF and CDF of the distances between skeletons of filament
networks from 3D and 2D of all clusters combined. Solid lines use
segments outside R200, dotted lines include them. Vertical lines
are medians, and values are printed in the legend.
not identified – just as we found when using a lower mass
limit without weights. If this is necessary for the analysis of
the science case, we suggest a mass- or luminosity-weighted
approach as outlined above.
If the main goal is purely to find the main filament network,
then using a sample of high mass galaxies with a (conserva-
tive) L∗-mass limit of M∗ > 1010M is a good approach that
achieves comparable results for finding filaments, while being
accessible and straight forward to use. We show this quanti-
tatively in the lower panel of Fig. 10. As in Fig. 9, this is the
PDF of distances between segments. The median of these
distances is 0.47 h−1Mpc for all segments and 0.55 h−1Mpc
for segments outside of R200. Our assessment shows that,
given our choices, the median distances between the refer-
ence network (i.e., gas filaments) and the L∗-galaxies fila-
ments is smaller than for halos with lower mass-limits.
Filaments are biased towards more massive galaxies. This
is the reason why either a weighting by mass, or choosing
higher mass galaxies will yield robust results. Furthermore,
galaxies with a higher signal-to-noise ratio will be better
tracers for the filament finding algorithm. We conclude from
our experiment, that choosing mock galaxies with L∗-mass
limit offers an ideal contrast for DisPerSE to find the main
filaments around clusters. However, note that only a weight-
ing (in our case) by mass guarantees the correct definition of
nodes in all clusters without human intervention. The weigh-
ing offers a hands-off filament finding method that correctly
identifies nodes, without making decisions a priori of select-
ing the brightest cluster galaxies in observations or tagging
them in simulations.
3.2.2 Comparison of filaments extracted from mock
galaxies in 3D and projected 2D
In an effort to get one step closer to observations, in particu-
lar when reliable spectroscopic redshifts are not available, we
now compare the skeleton extraction using the 3-dimensional
distribution of mass-selected mock galaxies to skeletons ex-
tracted from the same distribution, but now projected onto
the x-y-plane. The top panel in Fig. 11 compares filament
networks of the same typical cluster as in Figures 9: red
dashed lines once again show filaments extracted from mock
galaxies in 3D, and green solid lines are the results of Dis-
PerSE using the 2D mock galaxy distribution.
Qualitatively, the two networks agree well. We repeat the
same procedure as described in the previous section to as-
sess the filament extraction statistically for all clusters com-
bined. We establish the distribution of distances between
the two cleaned networks by calculating the minimum pro-
jected distances between each segment of the 2D filament
network with the 3D filament network, repeatedly for the
entire cluster sample. The result for all clusters is shown in
the lower panel of figure 11. Most 2D filaments are reliable
counterparts of 3D filaments. As before, we take the median
of the two distributions as a quantitative measure of the reli-
ability of the filament extraction in 2D compared to 3D. We
find that on average, the segments of the 2D filament net-
work are 0.61 h−1Mpc distant for filaments outside of R200
and 0.51 h−1Mpc including filaments inside R200. This sec-
ond number is slightly larger than what was found in Laigle
et al. (2017) and Sarron et al. (2019) in the case of large sim-
ulation boxes (0.32 h−1Mpc and 0.34 h−1Mpc respectively).
However, their numbers are expected to be lower than ours,
since a large simulation box leads to stronger projection ef-
fects and 2D filaments appear more closely together. A more
comparable approach is the one used in Sarron et al. (2019)
that focuses specifically on filaments connected to clusters
(and up to the first saddle point). In this case, they find a
median distance of 0.55 h−1Mpc (including filaments inside
R200). Note, however, that even though this is very similar
to what we find, they are using slices in redshift space 20
times as deep as our volume, again increasing projections.
For this exercise, we used coordinates of halos once in
3D (x,y,z) and once in 2D (x,y) which require different
σ-thresholds. This means that the input parameters vary,
which can explain some of the differences. However, the far
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Figure 12. One (random) example cluster of The ThreeHundred Project depicted at four different angles. Each pair shows the cluster
in gas particles (left) and DisPerSE filament network with associated mock galaxies (right). The filament network was extracted from
the distribution of mock galaxies with M∗ > 3 × 109M.
more obvious cause for differences are projection effects in
2D that are misinterpreted as peaks in the density distri-
butions. In projection, filaments could connect points that
may be spatially separated in 3D.
Comparing the previous two sections, we can see that, at
least for our sample, the step from millions of particles to
thousands of halos impacts the reliability of filament extrac-
tion more than the projection from 3D to 2D.
3.3 Mock galaxies associated to filaments and
their dependence on cluster properties
By answering three key questions, the next three sections
aim to fully link simulations to future observations. We want
to know: (1) What is the fraction of galaxies in filaments
in an idealised simulated (3D) environment and how does
this change with simulated detection limits? (2) Does this
number depend on cluster radius? (3) What changes in a
realistic observational (2D projected) setup?
Fig. 12 illustrates our path from simulated galaxy clusters to
mock galaxies associated to filaments. The left image of each
pair shows our starting point: the gas particle distribution of
one example cluster viewed from four different angles. The
right panels show the halo distribution of the same cluster
and at the same rotations. Small points show the positions of
all mock galaxies with M∗ > 3 × 109M outside the cluster’s
R200; highlighted are halos associated to filaments. The illus-
tration shows filaments that we extracted using the weighted
mock galaxy sample (in black).
3.3.1 The impact of filament extractions
In this section, we compare filament extractions and frac-
tions of associated galaxies for a variety of observationally
relevant setups. Specifically, we assess filament extractions
using (1) smoothed gas-particles as well as galaxies with
mass-limits of (2) M∗ > 3× 109M (mock galaxies for short)
and (3) M∗ > 1010M (L∗-galaxies).We further investigate
fractions of galaxies with the mass-limits corresponding to
(1) the mock galaxies, (2) the L∗-galaxies, and (3) MW-like
galaxies. We discuss results for filament radii 0.7 h−1Mpc and
1 h−1Mpc.
Fig. 13 shows the fractions of mock galaxies in filaments
for 324 clusters extracted from gas (black histogram), L∗-
galaxies (green histogram) and mock galaxies (red his-
togram). The dashed lines are the mean values for each fila-
ment extraction method. On average, ∼ 19% of mock galax-
ies are associated to gas filaments, ∼ 17.5% are associated
to L∗-defined filaments and ∼ 26% are around mock galaxy-
extracted filaments. The figure also shows the fraction of the
total volume that the filaments occupy. Only a few percent
of the volume outside R200 (2% for Dskel < 0.7 h−1Mpc and
5% for Dskel < 1 h−1Mpc) are occupied by filaments, but they
contain up to a quarter of all mock galaxies.
The insert shows galaxy fractions for each filament-finding
method normalised by the volume they occupy. Gas and L∗
filaments occupy similar volumes and trace a similar fraction
of mock galaxies. Mock galaxy filaments have a higher frac-
tion of galaxies (∼ 26%), but also occupy more volume. This
is evident in the insert, where the red line jumps from the
highest fractions to having fractions similar to the L∗ and gas
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Figure 13. The fraction of mock galaxies (halos with M∗ >
3 × 109M) in filaments (Dskel < 0.7 h−1Mpc) varies by ∼ 10%
depending on different filament extractions. We show histograms
of the fraction of mock galaxies in gas-filaments drawn for all 324
clusters in black, mock galaxy-filaments in red and L∗-filaments
in green. Dashed lines are the mean values. Also shown is the frac-
tion of the total volume that the filaments occupy. We use this to
normalise the fraction of mock galaxies associated to filaments.
This is shown in the insert. Outside R200, filaments occupy be-
tween 2% and 5% of the volume cluster infall region, but contain
up to a quarter of the mock galaxies. This reduces to ∼ 15% for
all extraction methods when we normalise the fractions by the
volumes.
networks. Evidently, our mock galaxy extraction is passing
through regions with galaxies more frequently than gas or L∗
filaments. This means that – despite our efforts to replicate
filaments based on gas particles – our filament finding based
on mock galaxies does not carve out the same galaxy-filled
regions as the filaments based on gas particles; it carves out
more volume and finds more galaxies. Normalised by the
volume, all filament finders find a similar fraction of mock
galaxies: between ∼ 12% (L∗ and mock galaxy filaments)
and ∼ 14% (gas filaments). While the difference is minimal,
it shows that gas filaments are most successful in tracing
regions dense in galaxies. While this leads to some contam-
ination in the characterisation of the filament network, it
adds very little contamination to the galaxies in filaments.
We speculate that this discrepancy is due to the persistence
threshold we chose.
3.3.2 The impact of detection limits and cluster properties
Does the number of galaxies in filaments depend on the sam-
ple depth or cluster properties? Fig. 14 shows the fractions of
galaxies in filaments (Dskel < 0.7 h−1Mpc) outside the clus-
ter’s R200 as a function of cluster mass (Fig. 14i) and re-
laxedness (Fig. 14ii). Each point represents the fraction of
galaxies in weighted mock galaxy filaments of one cluster,
while the bands indicate the means of the point distribu-
tions and corresponding errors. The fraction of galaxies in
filaments is galaxy-mass dependent. For a given filament ex-
traction method, massive galaxies are more likely to be in
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Figure 14. The fraction of halos in filaments does not depend
on mass or dynamical state of the cluster. However, the fraction
changes dramatically with galaxy mass. Shown are three mass
cuts: Milky Way-type simulated galaxies with M∗ > 5 × 1010 in
orange dot-dashed lines, L∗-galaxies with M∗ > 1010 in green solid
lines and the lower mass-selection of mock galaxies with M∗ >
3 × 109M in red dashed lines. Coloured bands are 1σ error on
the mean. About a quarter of all mock galaxies are associated to
filaments, whereas more than half of all Milky Way-type galaxies
are found in filaments.
filaments than outside filaments. More than half of all Milky
Way-type galaxies belong to filaments (55.8%, orange dot-
dashed line). This fraction drops to 46.3% in L∗ galaxies
and to ∼26.5% in mock galaxies with M∗ > 3 × 109M (red
dashed line). Naturally, the numbers increase if we increase
the thickness of the filaments: the MW-galaxy fraction in-
creases to 60.8% and the mock galaxies fraction increases to
30.8% for Dskel < 1 h−1Mpc. This galaxy-mass dependence
is a manifestation of the observed transverse stellar mass
gradient of galaxies towards filaments, i.e. massive galax-
ies are closer to filament centres than less massive galaxies
(Malavasi et al. 2016; Laigle et al. 2017; Kraljic et al. 2017).
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These studies have also shown that even on large cosmic-web
scales and when the contributions of the nodes (clusters) are
removed, mass gradients towards filaments prevail.
The figures further show that the fraction of galaxies in fil-
aments does not depend on the mass (Fig. 14i) or on the
dynamical status of the cluster, as expressed by the relaxed-
ness parameter (Fig. 14ii). Cluster mass grows self-similarly.
This is true for all filament extraction methods and galaxy
mass limits that we tested. Note that the total number of
galaxies in filaments increases with cluster mass, but the
fraction stays the same. This is because the galaxy number
density is higher around more massive clusters. At the same
time, because massive clusters are usually more unrelaxed
(Sec. 2), the number of galaxies in filaments decreases with
relaxedness, but not the fraction.
The dynamical state (relaxedness) is not intrinsic or funda-
mental to the cluster, but evolves over time. Processes in
their recent history since z = 0.4 are crucially effecting their
composition at the present day. Haggar et al. (2020) have
shown that unrelaxed, dynamically active clusters have been
accreting a large amount of material in the last few Gyrs,
which we might expect to increase the fraction of galaxies
in the filaments around them. However, because the clus-
ters rapidly grow their R200, the population of galaxies in
filaments close to R200 is incorporated by the growth of the
cluster. Consequently, we do not see a higher fraction of
galaxies in filaments in unrelaxed clusters (Fig 14ii).
3.4 A pile-up of galaxies in filaments closer to
cluster centres
The previous analysis showed the mass-dependent fraction
of galaxies associated with filaments using one average value
for every cluster volume. In the following section we investi-
gate whether the fraction of galaxies in filaments depends on
the radial distance to the cluster centre. In addition to an
increase of the galaxy density towards the cluster centres,
we also expect galaxy mass gradients driven by the local
mass-density relation, making more massive galaxies more
prevalent in dense regions. Because in addition to these lo-
cal effects, massive galaxies are also closer to filaments as a
secondary driver, we may expect a higher fraction of galax-
ies in filaments closer to clusters4. In Figure 15 we show
the mean percentage of mock galaxies in gas filaments (with
Dskel < 0.7Mpc) as a function of radius in steps of 500 pc
(black lines). Going from the edge of the box to the cluster’s
R200, we see that the fraction of mock galaxies belonging
to filaments increases by about 10% from ∼ 15% to ∼ 25%.
Closer to the cluster centre, the signal of the central halo
is buried under the dominance of accumulating filaments
in the small volume. Filaments are bunched together more
4 We remind the reader that our motivation for this study is ob-
servationally driven and therefore we chose to adopt a uniform
thickness of the filaments. As stated in Sec. 2.3.2, we see in sim-
ulations that gas and dark matter filaments are getting thicker
closer to nodes. Consequently, more halos should lie within fila-
ment boundaries closer to clusters. In our simplified convention
tailored to observations, however, this additional factor will not
be considered.
M>3x10  9M̥  > 3x109 ̥*
randomly rotatedrandom associ tions
Figure 15. Percentage of mock galaxies in gas filaments ( Dskel <
0.7 h−1Mpc) as a function of radius for 324 clusters from The
ThreeHundred project at z = 0 (black lines and solid mean),
normalised by R200. Grey lines show the percentage of random
associations to filaments. Lines converge inside R200 where fila-
ments are closer together than they are thick. The corrected per-
centage of galaxies in filaments is plotted in the lower panel. The
percentage of galaxies in filaments increases from ∼ 13% at the
edge of the box to ∼ 21% at ∼ 1.5R200.
closely than they are thick – here, every galaxy will be near
a filament. Therefore, inside R200, the percentage of galaxies
in filaments is rapidly approaching 100%. At large scales,
fractions resemble that of the cosmic average.
The grey lines consider an important effect: even if the dis-
tribution of galaxies were random, some of them would still
appear associated to filaments. This problem is particularly
acute close to the cluster centres. We simulate this appar-
ent association by randomising the angles of the filament
networks. The dashed line shows the average percentage of
galaxies within Dskel < 0.7 h−1Mpc for these randomised fil-
ament networks. This curve results from the combined effect
of the growing number of galaxies and the increase in the
fraction of the local volume occupied by filaments as we ap-
proach the cluster centres. By stacking all 324 clusters, this
method allows us to correct for the random galaxy associa-
tions to filaments with high statistical accuracy. The lower
panel of Fig. 15 shows the corrected percentages of mock
galaxies in gas filaments. Very close to the centre of the
cluster, the numbers of galaxies in filaments are meaningless
since we cannot distinguish between galaxies in filaments
from random associations. However, this problem declines
quickly, and by 1.5 × R200 the number of galaxies truly as-
sociated with filaments dominates the expected number of
random associations by a factor of 10. Beyond 1.5 × R200,
the probability for galaxies to be randomly associated to
filaments becomes negligible. The fraction of galaxies in fil-
aments steadily increases with proximity to the cluster from
the edge of the simulated box until ∼ 1.5 × R200. Between
4.5 × R200 and ∼ 1.5 × R200, the fraction increases signifi-
cantly from 12.8% to 20.6%. At ∼ 1.5 × R200, a plateau is
reached and the curve turns over. The fraction of galaxies
in filaments apparently declines beyond this point, but this
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Figure 16. The confusion matrices (CM) document and evaluate the performance of associating galaxies to filaments in several 3D
cases. The classification model labels whether a galaxy is inside or outside a filament, using 3D gas-filaments as the ”true value”. Each
CM assesses a different choice: (1) filament thicknesses; Dskel < 0.7 h−1Mpc (top row) vs. Dskel < 1 h−1Mpc (bottom row) (2) mass-limits
for galaxy-based filament extractions; M∗ > 3 × 109M (left panel) vs. L∗ = M∗ > 1010M (right panel), and (3) mass-limits for galaxies
associated to filaments; M∗ > 3 × 109M (first and third column) vs. L∗ = M∗ > 1010M (second and fourth column). TP stands for true
positive, FN for false negative, FP for false positive and TN for true negative rates, see text for details.
close to the cluster centre the fraction becomes meaningless.
We see a similar increase of galaxies in mock galaxy fila-
ments, albeit less prominent and at higher values (with an
increase of corrected fractions from ∼ 21% to ∼ 25.8%).5
We conclude that the presence of a cluster influences the
number of galaxies in filaments in its vicinity. We speculate
that this could be, at least in part, a consequence of the high
fraction of backsplash galaxies in the region between 1 and
2R200 of the cluster. Haggar et al. (2020) have shown that
between 30% and 70% (depending on cluster relaxedness) of
all the galaxies in this region are members of the backsplash
populations. These are galaxies that have passed through
the centre of the cluster and are now located in the region
between R200 and 2R200. These galaxies may not be isotrop-
ically distributed, retaining some memory of their accretion
direction, and thus showing some preference to be located
near filaments. The association of backsplash galaxies to fil-
aments is potentially interesting, but it exceeds the scope of
this study and will be examined in more detail in a future
paper.
The pile-up of filament galaxies as we approach the clusters
seen in Fig. 15 indicates that the accretion onto filaments ac-
celerates closer to the cluster. This analysis therefore allows
us to go beyond a model of a pure spherical collapse (radially
defined ”cluster core”, ”infall region”and ”field” regimes) and
to characterise the cluster ”infall regime”using filaments and
their 3D structure as additional environmental information.
5 Note that we can only speak in general terms here and give
average numbers. Due to the oblate nature of clusters and the
preference of filaments to align with the major axis of the cluster
(Sec. 2.3.1), we expect some anisotropic variations to exist among
the cluster sample.
Whether a cluster galaxy has been accreted through fila-
ments or not may affect its properties and evolution, and
depend on its exact accretion history. Being able to make
this distinction is therefore important, and we will explore
this question in the future.
3.5 Performance evaluation for observations
Ideally, mock galaxies belong to both, the ”truth table”, (i.e.,
our reference frame, where galaxies are associated to the
gas filament network) as well as the ”predicted table” (i.e.,
they are associated to the filament network established us-
ing galaxies). Beyond this wish, the decisions for narrower
(e.g., Dskel < 0.7 h−1Mpc) or thicker (e.g., Dskel < 1 h−1Mpc)
filaments, and for filaments based on a deeper (e.g., M∗ >
3× 109M) or brighter (e.g., M∗ > 1010M) sample depends
on the availability of (observational) data and the scientific
question being addressed. In the following section, we assess
purity, completeness, accuracy and precision of the method
and samples we introduced in this paper. By monitoring
different realistic simulated cases we aim to offer practical
decision-making support for selection strategies in observa-
tions.
3.5.1 The impact of filament-detection methods on
recovery rates
The confusion matrices (CM) in Fig. 16 document and eval-
uate the performance of our classification based on the two
criteria of being inside or outside a filament network. In this
test, we are interested in a binary classifier: either a galaxy
is part of a filament (”inside”) or it is not (”outside”). We
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use galaxies outside R200 of the entire cluster sample for
these predictions and treat fractions of galaxies in our ref-
erence filament network as our truth table: ”True (3D gas)
filaments”. We test two filament extractions: ”Predicted (3D
weighted mock galaxy) filaments” (left panel, figures i–iv)
and ”Predicted (3D L∗-galaxy) filaments” (right panel, fig-
ures v–viii). We further show filament associations for galaxy
samples of two mass limits, fractions of mock galaxies (fig-
ures i, ii and v, vi) and fractions of L∗-galaxies (figures iii, iv
and vii, viii), as well as two filament thicknesses (top rows for
Dskel < 0.7 h−1Mpc and bottom rows for Dskel < 1 h−1Mpc).
Figure 16 can help make choices appropriate for the reader’s
science objective. First, decreasing the thickness of filaments
leads to a purer sample. The false positive (FP) rate of galax-
ies in mock galaxy filaments (i.e., galaxies that are measured
as being in filaments that really are not) decreases from 23%
in thicker filaments (Dskel < 1 h−1Mpc figure ii) to 19% in
narrower filaments (Dskel < 0.7 h−1Mpc, figure i). However,
choosing thicker filaments means that larger volumes get
covered, which also leads to an increase in completeness:
The true positive (TP) rate (i.e., galaxies that are measured
as being in filaments that truly are) increases from 60% in
narrower filaments to 71% in thicker filaments. For many
applications a low false positive rate, e.g. below 20% – and
thus an increase in purity – will be the desired goal. There-
fore, in the case where purity is most important, we advise
narrower filaments of the order of 0.7 h−1Mpc. If, however,
the scientific question benefits from a more complete sam-
ple, we advise to choose defining thicker filaments of the
order of 1 h−1Mpc. Put another way, the accuracy will be
higher in narrower filaments (Accuracy6 = 78% vs. 75%),
but the precision7 will be lower (Precision = 43% vs. 57%).
The method, however, stays the same. In this paper we have
explicitly discussed the effect of the thickness on the results
of our analysis whenever relevant.
Figures iii) and iv) show results for L∗-galaxies in mock
galaxy extracted filaments. Of all cases evaluated, this
case reached the highest completeness rates: 72% of all
L∗-galaxies lie within narrow filaments (iii), increasing to
80% for the thicker filament (iv) i.e., only 28% (20%) of
L∗ galaxies are missed. However, the purity suffers. The
false positive rate of 33% for Dskel < 0.7 h−1Mpc and 36%
Dskel < 1 h−1Mpc is the highest of all cases. A quarter of all
galaxies predicted to lie inside filaments are actually outside.
In addition, we assess the following question: even if deep
data for filament extraction is available, is a network extrac-
tion based on high mass galaxies the better choice? Given
that massive galaxies trace filaments, this is a reasonable
question to ask. Taking this argument to an extreme case
helps to underpin this issue: suppose only the most massive
galaxies trace and shape filaments and low mass galaxies are
uniformly distributed, then using the entire sample to find
filaments is counterproductive. In an observational setup,
low mass galaxies are also hardest to robustly classify as
members of the structure and therefore they will have the
highest membership contamination. The right-hand-side of
6 Accuracy = (TN + TP)/total number
7 Precision = TP/(TP +FP)
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Figure 17. The confusion matrix describes the performance of
associating mock galaxies to filaments in 2D projection. The clas-
sification model we use here labels whether a halo is inside or out-
side a filament (Dskel < 0.7 h−1Mpc), using mock galaxies in 3D
for the extraction as ”true values”. The high false positive rate
(0.41) is largely the result of mis-classifying projected foreground
and background galaxies as part of filaments.
figure 16 evaluates this possibility. In the network that was
extracted using L∗-galaxies, only half of all mock galaxies
that actually are in filaments are recovered (v). This in-
creases to 63% for thicker filaments (vi). However, this offers
relatively little contamination (FP rates of 11% and 13%,
accuracy of 82% and 80% for thinner and thicker filaments
respectively). Recovering L∗-galaxies in L∗-filaments yields
both high accuracy (75% and 76%) and precision (58% and
73% for thinner and thicker filaments respectively).
In this paper, we have chosen to highlight the case of
(weighted) mock galaxies with M∗ > 3 × 109M – for both
filament extraction and halo association – and of thinner
filaments Dskel < 0.7 h−1Mpc. Both of these choices are mo-
tivated by the WEAVE detection limit, our wish to study
galaxies to lower mass limits and a preference for low false
positive rates (less than 20%, i.e., only 1 in 5 falsely clas-
sified as galaxies in filaments). In practice, this means the
assessment helped to make choices appropriate for our sci-
ence objective, for which we aim to maximise the contrast
by choosing the purest sample.
3.5.2 The impact of projections on recovery rates
Moving closer to realistic observational conditions, we test
if galaxy rates associated to filaments extracted in three di-
mensions may be recovered in a two dimensional projection.
Our final question therefore is: what fraction of galaxies that
are in filaments in 3D can we recover in 2D? Figure 17 shows
the confusion matrix using mock galaxies around 0.7 Mpc of
3D mock galaxy filaments as the ”truth table” and in 2D as
”predicted values”. This corresponds to our favoured selec-
tion criterion introduced in Fig. 16i.
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Because in 2D, the same number of 3D galaxies are projected
onto a plane, there are apparently more galaxies close to fil-
aments. We can therefore assume a high contamination rate
for galaxies in filaments extracted from a two-dimensional
projection of galaxies without any additional information.
Fig. 17 shows that in 2D, we predict twice as many galaxies
in filaments that actually are not than if we had 3D infor-
mation (false positive rate of 0.41 in 2D vs. 0.19 in 3D for
thinner filaments and 0.48 in 2D vs. 0.23 in 3D for thicker fil-
aments). That means that even in the case of well identified
filaments, still half the galaxies are actually background or
foreground galaxies. However, we still correctly identify 67%
(75% for thicker filaments) of galaxies in filaments in 2D. So
the true positive rate or completeness is still relatively high
compared to if we randomly selected galaxies. A random se-
lection of galaxies would only yield a true positive rate of
14% (same as false positive rate) compared to 67% if we se-
lect filaments in 2D. So while 2D filament extraction has its
drawbacks in comparison to the full 3D information, it still
improves the hit-rate by almost five times in comparison to
a random selection.
We remind the reader that these tests were performed in a
controlled volume of a sphere with 15 h−1Mpc radius around
the cluster. The biggest remaining issue in an observational
framework will be to remove foreground and background
galaxies. One way of doing this is by identifying the volume
of interest through spectroscopic redshifts. This will be the
path for ensuring a clean sample for the upcoming WEAVE
Wide-Field Cluster Survey where we expect between 4000–
6000 spectroscopically identified cluster structure members
out to 5R200.
4 CONCLUSIONS
Filaments are regarded as a crucial pathway for transporting
matter into galaxy clusters. While the cores and virialised
regions of galaxy clusters and groups have been studied in
detail, we must remember that the vast majority of galaxies
spend significant time in large-scale filaments and in infall
regions that feed clusters. The outskirts of clusters are the
regions where the infall and virtualisation of matter takes
place, which is why future explorations are designed to map,
characterise and study the large-scale structure in the outer
envelopes of galaxy clusters (Walker et al. 2019). Under-
standing how galaxy properties are affected by the geogra-
phy of their environmental history depends largely on how
accurately and effectively we are able to map this geography.
Due to the low density contrast outside R200 in cluster re-
gions, measurements are very challenging. It is therefore vi-
tal to test filament finding on simulated clusters that mimic
the observations.
We have used The ThreeHundred project simulation suite
to map and characterise filamentary structures around 324
massive simulated galaxy clusters. We extended our investi-
gation from gas tracers to mock galaxies, and finished with
an outlook for observational setups of future surveys, specif-
ically highlighting the WEAVE Wide-Field Cluster Survey
(WWFCS). We used realistic halo catalogues to quantify
our ability to trace filaments from 2D observations limited
to the immediate surroundings of clusters out to 5R200.
The main findings of this work are:
Simulations
(1) We are able to reconstruct the filamentary distribution
surrounding cluster out to 5R200, taking into account
realistic observational limitations. Using the topological
filament finder DisPerSE (Sousbie 2011) for the ex-
traction, we establish the filamentary network around
clusters based on smoothed gas particles as our refer-
ence framework.
(2) Gas filaments align with the shape of the central (most
massive) halo. Specifically, filaments preferentially align
with the major axis of the cluster, and do so more promi-
nently in elongated clusters. We also identify strong
bridges between the halo and the second most massive
halo.
(3) Based on gas particle density profiles, we find that a
constant filament thickness of 0.7 h−1Mpc radius is a rea-
sonable choice. However, changing this to a more relaxed
1 h−1Mpc thickness – as was used by some authors in the
literature – does not make a very large difference to our
methods and results, and present and assess results for
both values when relevant.
Towards observations
(4) Using the filamentary network constructed from the
gas particles as reference, we find that we are able to re-
liably extract filaments in 3D using mock galaxies based
on simulated halos with M∗ > 3 × 109M, tailored to
the mass-limit and expected numbers of the upcoming
WWFCS. This is achieved by applying mass-weighting
to the mock galaxy distribution as part of the extraction
process. We are also able to reconstruct the filament net-
work with reasonable accuracy using a higher mass limit
of M∗ > 1 × 1010M, corresponding to the ∼ L∗ limited
samples already available in existing cluster surveys.
(5) We find that filament extraction from millions of sim-
ulated gas particles to thousands of simulated halos im-
pacts the reliability of filament extraction more than
the projection from a 3D halo distribution to projected
2D distribution: filaments are recovered well in 2D com-
pared to 3D.
(6) Filaments occupy only a small fraction (a few per-
cent) of the entire simulated volume outside R200, but
a quarter of all mock galaxies with M∗ > 3 × 109M
are in filaments (with a distance to filament ridges
Dskel < 0.7 h−1Mpc). Normalised by the volume the fil-
aments occupy, between 12% and 14% of mock galaxies
lie in filament, depending on extraction method.
(7) The fraction of mock galaxies in filaments is indepen-
dent of the mass or dynamical status of the central clus-
ter, but depends on the mass-limit of the mock galaxy
samples. For a given filament extraction method, more
massive galaxies are more likely to be in filaments.
(8) The presence of a cluster influences the number of
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galaxies in filaments in its vicinity. The fraction of galax-
ies in gas filaments increases from ∼ 13% at 5R200 to a
maximum of ∼ 20.5% at 1.5R200.
(9) We present a set of confusion matrices that can help
to choose appropriate selection criteria for filament ex-
tractions. If the goal is a maximally pure sample, it is
better to define thinner filaments and extract filaments
using a galaxy sample with a relatively low mass limit.
This is harder to achieve closer to the cluster, where it
is difficult to tell whether a galaxy is in or out of the
converging filament network. If the scientific question
benefits from a more complete sample, it is better to
define thicker filaments.
(10) In observations, i.e., projected 2D space, we correctly
identify 67% (75% for thicker filaments) of halos in fil-
aments. In comparison, only 14% of randomly selected
galaxies lie in filaments. The methods presented here
are therefore five times more efficient than a random
selection of galaxies.
The approach presented in this paper allows to go beyond
the traditional environmental regimes of cluster core, infall
region, and field – which is based on a spherical collapse
model. As we departure from sphericity, the cluster’s re-
gion of influence is manifested by the facts that (1) the cen-
tral halo itself is not spherical, (2) the accretion shock and
backsplash galaxies are likely distributed in preferential di-
rections (Haggar et al. 2020), (3) the cosmic filaments are
connected to the cluster in preferential directions (section
2.3.1) and (4) galaxies preferentially lie in filaments (section
3.3). Combined, this leads to an increasingly non-spherical
appearance of the cluster. In addition, the tracers that form
filaments are biased in the sense that more massive galaxies
lie preferentially in the vicinity of filaments.
Applied to future observations, our method provides the
groundwork for successful realisations of research projects
that involve the analysis and interpretation of a new gener-
ation of galaxy evolution experiments.
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